1. Let/(x) be a function which is integrable in the sense of Lebesgue over the interval (-ir, ir) and is defined outside this by periodicity. Let the Fourier series of fix) be 00 00
(1.1) |a0 + E (a» cos nx + °n sin mx) = \ao+ Z ¿'ix)> n-l 1 then the conjugates series of (1.1) is CO 00
(1.2) E i°" C0S nX -«n Sin «X) = E B"ix).
n-l 1
Mohanty and Nanda [2] have proved that if
and a" and bn are 0(«_r)i 0<r<l, then the sequence {nB"ix)} is summable (C, 1) to the value l/ir.
Definition. The series Ean with the sequence of partial sums {Sn} is said to be summable by a regular row-infinite matrix1 method of summation or summable A if 00 (1.4) a = Z O-n.mSn n=l exists and is finite. We obtain another method of summation viz., A • (C, 1) by superimposing the method A on the Cesàro mean of order one.
The object of this paper is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem. If
(1.5) HD = oj(log-y-) 1, as 1^0
and for some r with 0 < r < 1, (1.6) lim Ewr| an,m -a»+i,m| =0, then the sequence {nBnix)} is summable A -(C, 1) to the sum 1/tt.
It may be noted here that the regular matrices which satisfy the condition (1.6) with r = 0 are called strongly regular [l].
2. Proof of the theorem. If we denote the (C, l)-transform of the sequence {nB"ix)} by t", we have after Mohanty and Nanda [2] ,
by Riemann-Lebesgue theorem. On account of the regularity of the A method of summation, we need only to prove that Thus the first two terms in (2.7) can be made as small as we please by choosing « sufficiently large.
With the help of (2.3) and (2.5), we write « o(l), for 0 < r < 1, since (a",jc) is a regular row-infinite matrix and {(re-l)r -rer} is a null sequence.
This completes the proof of the theorem. The author is much indebted to the referee for his many valuable suggestions.
